Media Release

Rising through the ranks.

maxon motor technician Robin Rohrer recently placed 7th overall in the CNC Turning category at the WorldSkills competition in São Paulo, Brazil.

WorldSkills is held every two years bringing together 59 member countries and regions and 1,100+ world champions, who compete across 50 different skillsets. The participants showcase their skills across four days. maxon motor technician, Robin Rohrer, participated in the category of CNC Turning, an arm of engineering. This is a highly specialised method of turning technical blueprints into actual parts. To qualify for the competition, Robin placed first in the Swiss competition SwissSkills. He achieved 7th place and a medal for Excellence at WorldSkills, ranking him as the best European in his category. Robin trained for the competition “regularly by scheduling and manufacturing validated tests of old projects”.

For further information please visit the WorldSkills CNC Turning page or call +61 2 9457 7477.
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Congratulations to Robin Rohrer for his superb 7th place and his medal for excellence at the WorldSkills 2015 in Brazil.